
Kauaeranga Valley - Discover the Kauaeranga Valley

Do at least 5 activities to earn your Toyota Kiwi Gaurdians medal!

1.  Kauri: First up, ‘Come clean to the ngahere/forest’ to protect our mighty kauri trees and forest - who can get their shoes the cleanest at the cleaning station? 

2.  Treasure Hunt: Are you a wild Kauaeranga explorer? Collect a treasure map at the visitor centre (VC) and take the challenge for guaranteed discovery and treasure - 
         Wooohooo! 

3.  Swimming Hole: Time to cool off! Grab your togs and an adult then cross the road to the swimming hole at Shag Stream Campground. The rocks might all look grey, but 
         how many di         how many different colours can you count in them – 2, 5, 7, more?? 

4. Game: Who will be lucky today with our giant dice and win the Environmental Race?! Pick up the dice and clues from the VC and head out for a race to the 100th 
         steppingstone. 

5.  Rings: Where are the Giants?! Look at the VC deck to see the rings of giant trees cut into it. How many steps does it take you to get around Te Matua Ngahere? 

6. Kauri Log: Can you find the old kauri log sleeping beside the VC? Look through the holes and stand on top of it for different views of the world! Tell someone how you 
         think it got there....and what it might have seen in its lifetime. 

77.  Eye Spy: Use your beady eyes to see if you can spot the giant tuna/eel in the VC.  How many stuffed native animals can you count? (hint, none of them have fur!) 

8. Hoffman’s Pool: Take a walk on the wild side and follow the Nature Walk to the amazing swimming hole, Hoffman’s Pool. How many types of trees can you count beside 
         the track? 

 Head to Jasper Creek for activities 9, 10 and 11. 

9.  Fungi: Be an explorer on Jasper Creek Track.  Can you spot magical fungi/toadstools? (don’t touch as they might be poisonous). What about 
         red jasper stone? 

110. Tuna/eels: Want to play spotlight? Take the challenge and look under the bridge. Can you see the living taonga/treasures of our wai/water? 
         Grab an activity sheet from the VC and learn all about our fascinating tuna.

11. The Forest Fairy Adventure: Wait till it’s dark, grab a torch, then quietly search for the fairy lights. Yes, magical glow-worms. 
         Take care, not to touch these delicate bugs, it kills them! 

12. Kauri Tree: Ever seen a living 900-year-old giant? Take the ‘Cookson Kauri’ walk to see one of NZ’s biggest trees! Remember to 
         clean your shoes and stay on the track to help protect our ngahere/forest. 
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Kauaeranga Valley - Discover the Kauaeranga Valley

Health and Safety:
Steps and uneven terrain.  Approximately 90mins to complete activities 
1- 7 around the Visitor Centre. Allow up to a day to complete all activities.
Activities 8 – 12 require driving on a gravel road – care required.
Watch for vehicles in the carpark and crossing roads, take care around the 
river and streams which may have slippery rocks, deep pools and hidden 
logslogs/objects. Torch required at night.
Always go with an adult and stick together.  
Visit the Visitor Centre (open 7 days) or website for full walk details.


